CC SMP Update is not a place for Climate Dogma
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“The scientific evidence is clear: global climate change caused by human activities is ... that there is scientific consensus on the reality of anthropogenic climate change...Such conclusions are then regarded as settle facts.” Democrat Dogma

The rubric or false partisan narrative of anthropogenic climate change (MMGW) is being incorporated into the 2011 - present Clallam County Shoreline Master Plan Update (SMPU) apparently behind our backs. I, Karl Spees, have participated as a member of the SMPU. For many months I have not been email copied on the SMPU committee activities except indirectly. The Left and Democrats attempt to avoid scrutiny and accountability. They avoid public debate, stack the deck, and attempt to silence their critics. Certainly this is one likely reason for excluding me from this newest round of social engineering by the ESA Adolfson and the SMPU supporting County employees. They believe in diversity of opinion only as long as the opinion agrees with their own. (I certainly do not need more ring-time with ESA Adolfson to know all of this DOE generated dogma is not in the best interest of the environment or the citizens of Clallam County or the State.) CC SMP Update is not a place for Climate Dogma

In the arena of MMGW, Democrats are typically believers and the faithful, while Republicans are deniers and skeptics. As a citizen and common sense conservative and ‘scientist’, without hesitation or the parsing of words, I will tell you MMGW is non-scientific or a ‘crock’. To incorporate this and other ‘new science’ (Non-sense) into the SMPU is political, partisan ((Democrat), and fraudulent. (Partisan and fraudulent behavior from government is almost axiomatic in particularly the Democrats but not exclusive.) People have an inherent trust in the govt which is too often unjustified. The SMPU is a blaring example of this problem. Incorporating Climate Change language is just a foot in the door where it absolutely does not belong.

Science is not determined by consensus. Science does not fall on partisan lines. Google: “John Coleman Weather Channel Fox News Climate Change” for some of the arguments supporting this conclusion. If you need more info Google: “Burt Rutan Climate Change”.
Within the circles of MMGW one has the believers (deceived) and the deceivers. Among the believers this is a cult sacrament of the Democrat Party. For the same reason we need to sometimes separate church and state, the MMGW cult science should not be incorporated into the SMPU.

The verdict is in. Do not add climate change dogma to the SMPU. Do not accept the more stringent regulatory changes to the SMPU. In fact do not approve any of the latest SMPU. Consider reversing previous onerous regulation of the previous SMPU. Just say No!

Karl Spees - Clallam County Shoreline Master Program Update Committee member.